
B
eginning spinners often want smooth, uniform yarn that resembles the yarn their teacher makes

or the yarns featured in books and magazines. Instead, the new spinner typically churns out wads

of lumpy, bumpy yarn. Don’t despair! This rib scarf is a perfect project to show off your first

handspun yarn in all its inconsistent glory! In fact, in a few years, you may be struggling to recreate this

“designer” yarn.
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Chunky 
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AS SEEN ON

DIY NETWORK’S

TV SHOW

Knitty 
Gritty



Measuring handspun
The number of times that a yarn can

be wrapped in the space of an inch is a
quick way to tell its approximate weight.
Visit your local yarn shop and pick up an
inch gauge or simply wrap your yarn
around a ruler so the strands are touch-
ing, but not overlapping. Don’t pull the
yarn too tightly as you wrap. The number
of wraps will give you an idea of whether
your yarn is lace-, fingering-, sport-,
worsted-, or bulky-weight. For a chart
outlining the ranges correlating with
each yarn style, see www.interweave
.com/projects_articles.

Spinning
Made of two-ply mohair yarn, this

scarf is quick to knit up. It has a thick
strand and a thin strand. The fatter
strand is created by using a long-draw
method on a spinning wheel (for step-
by-step instruction on how to use the
long-draw method, visit www.inter
weave.com/spin/projects_articles). The
thick strand varies from eleven to seven
wraps per inch. You can achieve a simi-
lar effect with any yarn of the same mea-
surements, even if it had been spun with
a different technique. Keep in mind that
the long-draw method is one of the best
ways to get a lofty yarn. Yarns spun with
other methods may be denser.

For the thinner strand, you can use a
commercial singles mohair yarn or spin
your own and give the short forward-
draw method a try. Spin this yarn in the
same direction as you did for the fatter
one. The thinner strand measures sixteen
wraps per inch. When the fat and thin

yarns are plied together, the resulting
two-ply measures about six wraps per
inch. When you ply, remember that you
want to spin in the opposite direction
from which you spun your singles.

Knitting
With a US size 101⁄2 straight or circular

needle, cast on 26 stitches.
Row 1: K2, p2 across the row, end with

k2.
Row 2: P2, k2 across the row, end with

p2
Repeat Rows 1 and 2 until the scarf

measures 62 inches long.
Bind off.
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Finished size: 51⁄2'' wide and 62'' long.

Fiber: Kid Mohair, 12 ounces.

Yarn: 101⁄2 ounces two-ply yarn
measuring 6 w.p.i.

Needles: US size 101⁄2 straight or
circular.

Project Notes
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